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Whether you're coming or going, the remedy for pretrip chaos and forgotten toiletries is here. An

exhaustive checklist of everything you could ever need on a trip, this organizational tool will help

even the most forgetful to arrive and depart fully equipped.  Perfect for both business and pleasure

travels Worry only about getting to the airport on time 6 x 9 inches, 60 sheets Knock Knock is an

independent maker of clever gifts, books, and whatever else we can think up. Our mission is to

bring humor, creativity, and smarts to everyday life. Say something more with #knockknockstuff.
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Knock Knock is an independent maker of clever gifts, books, and whatever else they can think up.

Their mission is to bring humor, creativity, and smarts to everyday life. Knock Knock s crackerjack

in-house team creates products and develops books from the ground up as well as collaborating

with outside authors, bloggers, and other creative types. Whether producing sticky notes or a

volume of thoroughly researched nonfiction, Knock Knock happily dispenses irreverence, wordplay,

and wit from its sunny perch in Venice, California, to folks around the globe. Say something more

with #knockknockstuff, and satisfy all your witty needs at knockknockstuff.com.

It already saved me by reminding me to bring deodorant! I keep deod in a different place than my

other toiletries, so the list helped me to remember. There could be different lists for men vs women,

or college students vs professionals, work vs pleasure trips.



Too cute - nice to have and keep in the suitcase for the next trip. NOW - if I could have just kept the

filled out one in the suitcase so that I would have been reminded to pack the jacket that I left

hanging in hallway (and forgot to pack for the trip home).

Absolutely love this. Made packing for my big business trip so convenient. My sister who is anti

anything organization related even asked to use it to pack for her extended trip and came back

asking where to buy it. Will definitely buy again when I run out.

This is a wonderful list for anyone who feels they might miss something while packing. For me, it's a

helpful reminder to check upcoming weather when traveling cross-country for work, as well as a

broad-spectrum list of personal items you might need when traveling for a day or two.

I seen this pad at World Market and just had to have it...for a lower price!  had the best deal and I

am very pleased. I kind of wish it was magnetic, but not an issue.Can't wait to use it for my next trip.

This is a great purchase for the organized and disorganized traveler! Looks like the picture. Get it!

Cute notepad to help remember things to pack, but unfortunately it's made more for a traveller who

flys often or travels internationally. Wish I'd known this before I bought it. It's not practical for

travelling just inside the US.

This is a really good idea for when you are going on vacation it shows you a list of things you might

want to take on vacation and you can tick it at the side so you know you have it ready for when you

are going away

I've had a number of these products over the years and find them to be of immense help in planning

what I'm taking along, actually packing the planned items, & making sure I return home with them.

This is an updated version & it's still extremely useful, whether going on an extended weekend or a

longer length business or vacation trip. I've also gifted them to friends who rave about their

usefulness.
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